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As a daily ritual.

Find a private place (begin in front of a mirror). 

Speak the words out-loud. Feel, see and
believe what you are saying with as much
emotional intensity as you can muster.

Repeat.

Modify when necessary. 

 

 

 

 

How do I do
Affirmations?

101 Affirmation

1.An affirmation is a declaration by an
individual that something is true.  
 
2.The action or process of affirming something
 
3.Emotional support or encouragement

Defined
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B Body

My body is a temple. I train it five days a week
without fail. I flush it. I fast it. I feed it. I rest it. I
am vitalized, energetic, healthy and reversing the
aging effect, because my covenant is with light,
life, and longevity, not with the cycles of the sun,
the moon or the “inevitability”of getting old and
dying.  My body is being renewed, cell-by-cell,
every day, all day.
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M Mind

My mind is the most powerful mechanism for
progress that I possess.  I feed it daily with
positive,empowering and encouraging words
both written and spoken, from like-minded kings
and queens.  I wash it with God’s word daily,
eradicating limiting beliefs, and creating
empowering systems that enhance my life and
on every level.  I choose to live each day in a
beautiful state, savoring life no matter the
circumstances.
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M/F Marriage/
Family

I am present and curious in conversations,
available to help, and safe to approach.  I am
intentional in my marriage, working to discover
how to make it better, planning regular date
nights, romantic gestures and healing moments. 
I am intentional with my children, discovering
their stories, thoughts, dreams and passions;
planning recreation, skills training and
opportunities for them to grow, have fun and
excel at doing life.  I pursue my family with
affection and genuine interest.
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D Decisions

I make prompt, informed/cooperative, and
healthy decisions for myself and my family. I am
not paralyzed by indecision and trust in the
mercy of God to teach me and help me fully-
recover from any poor decision that I may
happen to make.
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C Connection

I meet and/or connect with one or more unique
persons per day, bringing life, expanding my
jurisdiction of influence and increasing my
opportunities for success.
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W Work

I rise early, eat seldom, and work hard, fast and
focused, producing the fruits of a mighty man,
because I am the Mighty’s man.  I work two
shifts, one providing an income stream and
benefits for the provision and security of my
family, the other as an outlet for my creative
passions and vocational calling as the two
become one.
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F Finance

Resources are abundantly available to me in limitless
supply.  I seize opportunities and take actionable steps
to enrich my personal holdings and family’s storehouse. 
Money finds its way to me because it loves to be
managed and circulated by me. Kingdom supply comes
quickly to me because I am about my Father’s business,
and I steward His treasure with character, wisdom and
responsibility.  I receive rebates, refunds and monetary
return on all my investments whether they be money,
time, effort, service, kindness, and/or good works.   I
find money in hidden places.  Unique opportunities
present themselves to me regularly.  And benevolent
benefactors search me out. 
 
People like to give me money because they are
confident that they are sowing into good soil. The
wealthy are intrigued and drawn to me, because I listen
to their stories, draw out their authentic selves, and offer
Godly guidance and prophetic counsel with no personal
agenda or avarice.  Benefactors, patrons and
philanthropists confidently enjoy giving to me with no
strings attached.  I attract wealth from the four corners
of the earth, from every nation and wherever I go.  I sow
seeds that produce 100-fold harvests and always have
more than enough to share with others.
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S Spiritual

I discipline myself and order my day so that I can be
mindful of God’s presence and so that I can be present
to God. I ascend to encounter, govern and co-create
with my Father in Heaven.  I partake of the eucharist in
obedience to the mystical ordinance.  I commune with
the body.  I serve the poor, the neglected, the orphan
and the widow.  I equip the saints through teaching,
writing, media, prayer and prophecy.   I study the
Scripture to show myself approved and to be ready at
every occasion to defend the gospel and give reason for
my hope in Christ.  
 
I choose to love, forgive, and hope for the best in all
people. I discipline my body with fasting and sexual
purity, offering it as spiritual sacrifice to God.  I
consecrate my thoughts, my words, my ears, my eyes
and my other members as a dwelling place for the
manifest presence of the Holy Spirit, and for the practice
of virtue.
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Affirm what you know to be true in the finished
work of Christ.  Repeat until your facts line-up with
those truths.

A Closing Note
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